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MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE 

BRIEF AMICUS CURIAE 

Pursuant to this Court’s Rule 37.2(b), the 

National Council of Coal Lessors (“NCCL”) 

respectfully requests leave to file this amicus curiae 

brief in support of the Petitioners. 

This matter involves a decision by the 

Environmental Protections Agency (“EPA”) to nullify 

a fill permit previously issued to the Petitioner by the 

United States Army Corps of Engineers (“Corps”).  

The nullification affected not only the Petitioner, but 

the landowner, who previously filed amicus curiae 

briefs below.  On December 13, 2013, however, NCCL 

learned that the landowner had elected not to file an 

amicus curiae brief before this Court.  Accordingly, 

NCCL has sought the consent of the parties to file 

this brief, which describes the potential impacts of 

EPA’s unprecedented decision on landowners.  Due to 

the timing of its involvement, NCCL was not able to 
provide 10 days’ notice of its intent to file this brief as 
outlined in Rule 37.2.  As a result, NCCL has not yet 
received a response from Respondent, requiring the 
filing of this motion for leave (Petitioner filed a 
blanket consent on November 20, 2013).  

NCCL believes that the EPA’s actions constitute a 

taking without compensation under this Court’s 

ruling in Kaiser Aetna v. United States, 444 U.S. 164, 

179 (1979).  NCCL is uniquely well-situated to provide 

the Court with context on how such actions by EPA 

affect landowners.  Founded in 1951, NCCL 

represents companies, trusts, families and individuals 



 

 

who own coal properties throughout the United 

States.  NCCL respectfully requests that its motion be 

granted and that the attached brief be included with 

the papers for consideration by the Court.  
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INTEREST OF AMICUS CURIAE 

The NCCL, founded in 1951, represents 

companies, trusts, families and individuals who own 

coal properties  throughout the United States.1  In 

some instances the coal is owned as part of the land 

in fee simple absolute, but in most instances, the coal 

has been severed from the surface estate and is 

recognized by state law as a separate property 

interest.  Its members may sell the coal in place 

outright or lease the coal estate to companies in the 

business of operating coal mines in exchange for 

various forms of consideration, principally a royalty 

on the coal mined and sold.  In some instances, to 

help companies that mine coal to generate the tens or 

hundreds of millions of dollars needed to develop coal 

reserves, its members buy coal reserves from coal 

mining companies and lease the coal back to the 

mining companies in exchange for a royalty on the 

coal once it is mined.  The purpose of the NCCL is to 

protect and advance the interests of its members.  In 

pursuit of that goal it has a direct interest in 

maintaining the viability of permits that allow coal 

mining to occur in this country. 

                                            
1 Pursuant to Rule 37.6 of this Court, counsel for the NCCL 

notes that it was co-counsel in the district court below, but that 

it is not counsel for Petitioner Mingo Logan Coal Company in 

this proceeding and was not in the proceedings before the Court 

of Appeals below.  No entity other than amicus curiae NCCL 

has made a monetary contribution to the preparation or 

submission of this brief. 
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The astonishing decision of the District of 

Columbia Circuit lifting a single word from the Clean 

Water Act to confer new authority on the EPA to 

nullify a permit issued by the Corps—and do so 

retroactively years after the permit was issued based 

on information available at the time of permit 

issuance—threatens the revenues and property 

rights of Amicus at other locations subject to similar 

permits.  Indeed, NCCL’s members are part of that 

class of interests directly affected by any recognition 

of such authority in EPA, as they are subject in the 

future to the same injury suffered by the coal owner 

in the present case—the retroactive loss of its 

property interest established in reliance on a permit 

lawfully granted by the government and 

subsequently and inexcusably revoked.  The decision 

emboldens EPA to nullify other existing § 404 [33 

U.S.C. § 1344] permits in Central Appalachia that it 

failed to stop through its unlawful “enhanced 

coordination process” in 2009. See National Mining 

Ass’n. v. Jackson, 816 F. Supp. 2d 37, 43-44 (D.D.C. 

2011) (on appeal) (EPA has limited role under § 404) 

And, the decision greatly increases the risk that 

NCCL’s members will not deploy capital to help mine 

operators develop coal reserves in some of the areas 

of this country most in need of economic 

development.    
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF 

ARGUMENT 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The text and legislative history of § 404 of the 

Clean Water Act (“CWA”) establish that EPA does 

not have the authority retroactively to revoke a 

lawfully issued § 404 permit issued by the Corps.  

Therefore, EPA’s attempted arrogation of that 

authority to itself, abetted by the appellate court’s 

facile statutory analysis should be rejected, as lucidly 

explained in Mingo Logan’s petition for writ of 

certiorari.   

Moreover, the appellate court’s analysis should 

also be rejected because it is in direct opposition to 

the canon of constitutional avoidance—here, the 

appellate court’s interpretation of the applicable 

statutes actually raises constitutional problems, 

rather than avoiding them.  It is well-established 

that this canon is applicable when there is an 

identifiable class of cases in which application of a 

statute will necessarily constitute a taking.   

Kaiser Aetna v. United States, 444 U.S. 164, 179 

(1979) established the principle that a taking without 

just compensation occurs when the government 

authorizes a particular use of property, the owner 

relies on this authorization, and the government 

subsequently revokes its consent.  Such a taking may 

be excused only if the revocation was authorized 

under well-established background principles.  Here, 

EPA’s assertion and exercise of authority under the 

CWA to revoke the § 404 permit is precisely such a 
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taking, and is not authorized under any of those 

settled principles.  

When it grants a § 404 permit, the Corps 

specifically authorizes a particular use of property.  

Coal and mineral owner lessors and their lessees 

(such as Amicus, as well as Petitioner) reasonably 

rely on such a permit when making investment 

decisions; it is well-established that such permits 

remain the law as to the covered discharges even if 

regulatory standards later change.  Since background 

principles do not authorize the EPA to subsequently 

revoke § 404 permits, a novel interpretation that 

permits such revocation raises serious constitutional 

questions under Kaiser Aetna and therefore should 

be rejected.   

ARGUMENT 

“[W]here an otherwise acceptable construction of 

a statute would raise serious constitutional problems, 

the Court will construe the statute to avoid such 

problems unless such construction is plainly contrary 

to the intent of Congress.”  Solid Waste Agency of N. 

Cook Cnty. v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 531 U.S. 

159, 173 (2001) (quoting Edward J. Debartolo Corp. 

v. Florida Gulf Coast Bldg. & Constr. Trades 

Council, 485 U.S. 568, 575 (1988)).  This “policy of 

avoidance should . . . take effect when there is an 

identifiable class of cases in which application of a 

statute will necessarily constitute a taking.”  Bell 

Atlantic Tel. Co. v. FCC, 24 F.3d 1441, 1445 (D.C. 

Cir. 1994) (internal quotation marks omitted).  

Deferring to an agency interpretation that “creates a 
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broad class of takings claims, compensable in the 

Court of Claims” would permit “executive 

encroachment on Congress’s exclusive powers to raise 

revenue . . . and to appropriate funds.” Id. Thus, this 

canon of constitutional avoidance trumps deference 

under Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. 

Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984).  See Bell Atlantic, 

24 F.3d at 1445.     

In Bell Atlantic, the Federal Communications 

Commission interpreted the Communications Act of 

1934, 47 U.S.C. § 201(a), as “vest[ing] the 

Commission with power to . . . grant third parties a 

license to exclusive[ly] . . . occup[y] . . . a section of 

[local telephone exchange companies’] central 

offices.”  24 F.3d at 1446.  Because this interpretation 

would lead to an identifiable class of takings claims 

under the Loretto takings test, the court applied the 

canon of constitutional avoidance and rejected the 

FCC’s interpretation. Id. (citing Loretto v. 

Teleprompter Manhattan CATV Corp., 458 U.S. 419, 

426 (1982)).   

In Waterview Management Co. v. FDIC, 105 F.3d 

696 (D.C. Cir. 1997), the Resolution Trust 

Corporation  interpreted the Financial Institutions 

Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989, 12 

U.S.C. § 1821(d)(2)(G)(i)(II), as permitting it, when 

acting as a conservator or receiver, to sell assets in 

disregard of all pre-receivership property rights.  

Because “property interests” such as “the right to 

possess, use and dispose” would necessarily “be 

regulated out of existence without compensation,” 

courts have applied the canon of constitutional 
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avoidance and rejected this interpretation.  

Waterview Mgmt. Co., 105 F.3d at 701–02.   

Here, EPA’s interpretation of § 404 leads to 

serious constitutional questions under the bright-line 

Kaiser Aetna takings test; as such this Court should 

apply the canon of constitutional avoidance and 

reject this interpretation.2   

                                            
2 National Mining Association v. Kempthorne, 512 F.3d 702 

(D.C. Cir. 2008) and National Mining Association v. Babbitt, 

172 F.3d 906 (D.C. Cir. 1999) do not suggest otherwise.  “[C]ases 

[in the D.C. Circuit] rejecting application of the ‘identifiable 

class’ [constitutional avoidance] principle . . . involve[] agency 

orders alleged to constitute a regulatory taking under . . . 

factually sensitive standards”; specifically, the three-part test 

set forth in Penn Central Transportation Co. v. New York, 438 

U.S. 104 (1978).  See Bell Atlantic, 24 F.3d at 1446.  In both 

Kempthorne and Babbitt, appellants claimed that agency 

interpretations of statutes could lead to takings under the 

three-part, ad hoc Penn Central balancing test.  See 

Kempthorne, 512 F.3d at 712; Babbitt, 172 F.3d at 917.  Here, in 

contrast, the straightforward Kaiser Aetna test applies.  Unlike 

Penn Central, this analysis does not balance the owners harm 

against the government’s interest in a multitude of diverse 

factual situations, but establishes a specific legal rule governing 

revocation of a previously authorized property use, which is at 

least as straightforward and “bright-line” as the “possess, use 

and dispose” analysis involved in Waterview Management, 105 

F.3d at 701–02.  Stated another way, it is a test specific to the 

government revocation context, rather than the free-floating, 

“essentially ad hoc” Penn Central analysis that generally 

applies to all forms of regulatory takings.  Kaiser Aetna, 444 

U.S. at 175. 
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I. The EPA’s Interpretation of § 404 Raises 

Serious Constitutional Questions Under 

Kaiser Aetna   

The EPA’s interpretation leads to an identifiable 

class of takings claims under Kaiser Aetna, 444 U.S. 

at 179.  Under Kaiser Aetna, a taking occurs when 

the government authorizes a particular use of 

property, the owner relies on this authorization, and 

the government subsequently revokes its consent.  

See id.; see also, e.g., A.A. Profiles, Inc. v. City of Ft. 

Lauderdale, 850 F.2d 1483, 1488 & n.6 (11th Cir. 

1988); Wheeler v. City of Pleasant Grove, 664 F.2d 99, 

100 (5th Cir. Unit B Dec. 1981), cert. denied, 456 U.S. 

973 (1982).  Under these circumstances, a taking 

may be excused only if the revocation was authorized 

under well-established background principles.  Lucas 

v. S.C. Coastal Council, 505 U.S. 1003, 1030 (1992).   

In Kaiser Aetna, a leaseholder notified the Corps 

of its plans to create a private marina by dredging a 

channel connecting a private pond to the Pacific 

Ocean.  The Corps consented.  444 U.S. at 167, 179.  

Relying on this consent, the leaseholder completed 

this project.  Subsequently, the Corps revoked its 

consent, insisting the leaseholder provide the public 

free access to the marina.  Id.  Because the Corps’ 

initial consent “lead[s] to the fruition of . . . 

expectancies embodied in the concept of ‘property,’” 

the Supreme Court concluded this property interest 

could not be altered without just compensation.  Id. 

Indeed, the Court emphasized that it was the Corps’ 

consent that created the property interest, and it was 

the revocation of this consent that constituted a 
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compensable taking—had the Corps not specifically 

authorized this particular use of property, there 

would have been no taking.  See id. (“We have not the 

slightest doubt that the Government could have 

refused to allow such dredging on the ground that it 

would have impaired navigation in the bay, or could 

have conditioned its approval of the dredging on 

petitioners’ agreement to comply with various 

measures that it deemed appropriate for the 

promotion of navigation.”).  Therefore, Kaiser Aetna 

confirms that a special takings rule applies when the 

government revokes a land-use permit or otherwise 

withdraws its prior consent.    

Similarly, in A.A. Profiles, Fort Lauderdale’s City 

Commission approved a company’s plan to operate a 

wood-chipping business on a particular tract of land.  

850 F.2d at 1484–85.  In reliance on this approval, 

the company purchased the land, obtained building 

permits, and started construction.  Id. at 1484–85, 

1488.  After receiving complaints from some city 

residents, the City Commission passed a “new 

ordinance which in essence repealed the city’s prior 

approval.”  Id. at 1488 n.6.  The Eleventh Circuit 

concluded that because the original approval of the 

development “granted appellant a property interest,” 

and the subsequent ordinance “denied appellant this 

property interest,” the City Commission’s actions 

constituted a taking.  Id. at 1488; see also Wheeler, 

664 F.2d at 100 (holding enactment of an ordinance 

that was a “bald attempt to revoke an already 

authorized building permit . . . .  is a taking”); City of 

Houston v. Maguire Oil Co., 342 S.W.3d 726, 735–47 

(Tex. Ct. App. 2011) (affirming the trial court’s 
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holding that revocation of a natural gas drilling 

permit predicated on the erroneous interpretation of 

a city ordinance constituted a taking under the Texas 

Constitution).    

When issuing § 404 permits the Corps 

specifically authorizes a particular use of property.  

Specifically, the § 404 permit authorizes discharges 

of dredged or fill material at specified disposal sites.  

Moreover, coal owners and their lessees reasonably 

rely on such a permit when making investment 

decisions.  In fact, it is well-established that such 

permits remain the law as to the covered discharges 

even if regulatory standards later change. See 49 

Fed. Reg. 37,998, 38,045 (Sept. 26, 1984) (“In general, 

permits are not modified to incorporate changes 

made in regulations during the term of the permit.”) 

“This is to provide some measure of certainty to both 

the permittees and the Agency during the term of the 

permits.” Id. Thus, a § 404 permit “lead[s] to the 

fruition of . . . expectancies embodied in the concept 

of ‘property,’” that warrant protection under the Fifth 

Amendment.  See Kaiser Aetna, 444 U.S. at 179.   

The permit the Corps issued here is even more 

clearly a property interest than the consent at issue 

in Kaiser Aetna because the authorization was more 

specific and unequivocal.  Here, the Corps issued a 

permit that specifically authorized Mingo Logan to 

discharge dredged or fill material from its Spruce No. 

1 coal mine into particular stream segments until 

December 2031—a permit that clearly remained 

valid even if regulatory standards later changed.  In 

contrast, the Corps in Kaiser Aetna did not issue the 
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leaseholder a permit, but instead merely “acquiesced” 

in the proposed dredging of the channel.  444 U.S. at 

167.  In short, because background principles do not 

authorize the EPA to subsequently revoke § 404 

permits, see infra Part III, the EPA’s revocation of a 

§ 404 permit raises serious constitutional questions 

under Kaiser Aetna, 444 U.S. at 179.   

In Central Appalachia, surface mining cannot 

occur without placing  rock (“excess spoil”) in the 

uppermost reaches of small drainages.  Likewise, 

mining activities frequently must advance across or 

through the headwaters areas of many small 

streams.  See Ohio Valley Environmental Coalition v. 

Aracoma Coal Company, 556 F. 3d 177, 186-87 (4th 

Cir. 2009).  Mine operators have historically been 

required to obtain § 404 permits under the Clean 

Water Act from the Corps to conduct these activities.  

These permits are part of an intricate mine-planning 

process which examines the extent of the available 

coal reserve, the space available for both mining 

equipment and spoil placement and the projected 

coal market. 

In general, the use of larger equipment can 

result in lower costs per ton of coal produced but 

requires more operating space and a guarantee of 

larger available coal reserves to pay for the increased 

costs of larger equipment.  If a § 404 permit is 

nullified after capital has been committed or mining 

has started, as is true at Mingo Logan’s Spruce Mine, 

then all of the advantages of heavily capitalized 

larger mines can be quickly lost—available working 

space and sufficient reserves to pay for the 
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equipment utilized may disappear if  excess spoil 

storage areas are limited, and a mine once profitable 

may quickly convert to one where royalty payments 

stop or are diminished and capital assets stranded.  

Many of these problems and the “takings” challenges 

they present can be avoided if EPA, as § 404 

contemplates, coordinates it efforts with the Corps 

and exercises its authority under § 404(c) [33 U.S.C. 

§ 1344(c)] to prevent the issuance of a permit in the 

first place. 

By construing the single word “whenever” as 

empowering EPA to utilize its authority “at any 

time,” though,  the Court below eviscerated the 

procedures established by EPA and the Corps to 

coordinate their activities before permits are issued 

as required under Section 404(q) of the Clean Water 

Act. 33 U.S.C. 1344(q) (requiring agreement between 

the Corps and EPA in the implementation of the 404 

permit process to ensure prompt permit decisions).  

The Agreement by the agencies, in place since 1992, 

creates “coordination procedures” to “ensure effective 

interagency coordination,” elevation of policy issues 

and “exclusive procedures for the elevation of specific 

individual permit cases.”  See  Clean Water Act 

§ 404(q) Memorandum of Agreement Between the 

Environmental Protection Agency and the 

Department of the Army (Aug. 11, 1992) (“MOA”), 

Parts II-IV, available at http://www.epa.gov/

wetlands/regs/dispmoa.html. 

Under the terms of that agreement, the Corps 

must hold a permit decision in abeyance for a period 

of time if EPA “elevates” its concerns about a 
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particular permit and must thereafter provide EPA 

with prior notice of its intention to issue a § 404 

permit notwithstanding EPA’s concerns—all for the 

specific purpose of allowing EPA to exercise its 

authority under § 404(c) before the permit is issued. 

See id., Part IV, ¶ 3(a)-(f).  That procedure faithfully 

executes Congress’ intent that the agencies 

coordinate the exercise of their respective authority 

to prevent takings and unreasonable action.  When 

§ 404(c) is viewed through the lens of its legislative 

history and the construction of 404 overall as 

reviewed by Petitioner and as set out in the MOA, 

the term “whenever”  is not a term intended to  

expand the temporal context in which EPA may act. 

Rather,  it  is  a term that simply describes “every 

instance in which” or “in the event that”  EPA acts 

under § 404(c) within the more limiting temporal 

framework envisioned by the Clean Water Act as a 

whole.  See generally Bethlehem Steel Corp. v. 

U.S.E.P.A., 723 F.2d 1303, 1306 (7th Cir. 1983) 

(construing use of word “whenever” in provision of 

Clean Air Act to mean “‘in any or every instance in 

which’—a common usage of the word, see Webster's 

Third New International Dictionary 2602 (1971)—

rather than ‘at any time.’”).   

The construction urged by EPA will allow, and 

indeed encourage, it to exercise its authority even 

after a permit has been issued and capital committed 

“whenever” the political winds blow a new 

administration into Washington–exactly as happened 
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to Mingo Logan’s permit.3  That cannot be what 

Congress intended in empowering EPA to prohibit 

the specification of areas for filling during the permit 

process. 

Because the EPA’s interpretation creates an 

“identifiable class of cases in which application of a 

statute will necessarily constitute a taking,” Bell 

Atlantic, 24 F.3d at 1445 (citation omitted), this 

Court should apply the canon of constitutional 

avoidance and reject the EPA’s interpretation.    

II. A Kaiser Aetna Taking Occurs, Regardless 

of the Revocation’s Effect on the Property’s 

Overall Value  

A Kaiser Aetna taking occurs regardless of 

whether the property affected by the revocation of 

the § 404 permit retains some value or may be used 

for other purposes.  This is because the permit 

created a distinct property interest in the underlying 

                                            
3 A challenge to Mingo Logan’s permit was filed in West 

Virginia by private groups soon after the permit was issued in 

2007.  In September 2009, EPA officials with a new 

administration requested that the Corps suspend, revoke or 

modify the Spruce Permit, claiming that “new information and 

circumstances have arisen which justify reconsideration.” See 

Ohio Valley Environmental Coalition v. U.S. Army Corps of 

Eng’rs, No. 3:05-0784, ECF 459 at *4 (Sept. 4, 2009, S.D. 

W.Va.).  The district court, reviewing EPA’s listing of supposed 

“new information and circumstances” found that “. . . the EPA 

letter does not provide substantial new information concerning 

the Spruce Permit.  See OVEC v. Corps, No. 3:05-0784, ECF 461 

at *3 (Sept. 15, 2009, S.D. W.Va.).   
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land—so there is a compensable taking for revocation 

of that distinct interest.  It does not matter whether 

there is still an “economically beneficial use” for the 

land if put to different purposes, because the 

property interest is in the permit authorizing a 

particular use, and that additional, valuable interest 

is eviscerated by revocation. 

To be sure, in the absence of specific 

authorization like the Corps’ consent in Kaiser Aetna, 

an owner, lessor, or lessee “expects the uses of his 

property to be restricted, from time to time, by 

various measures newly enacted by the State in 

legitimate exercise of its police powers.”  Lucas, 505 

U.S. at 1027.  “Government hardly could go on if to 

some extent values incident to property could not be 

diminished without paying for every such change in 

the general law.”  Penn Central Transp. Co. v. New 

York City, 438 U.S. 104, 124 (1978) (quoting 

Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon, 260 U.S. 393, 413 

(1922)).  Under these circumstances, a taking 

generally only occurs where a regulation completely 

deprives an owner of “all economically beneficial 

use[]” of its property.  Lucas, 505 U.S. at 1019; see 

also District Intown Props. Ltd. P’ship v. Dist. of 

Columbia, 198 F.3d 874, 886 (D.C. Cir. 1999) 

(Williams, J., concurring) (“Few regulations will 

flunk [Penn Central’s] nearly vacuous test.”).   

Thus, a denial of a § 404 permit generally 

constitutes a taking only where “the effect of the 

denial is to prevent [all] ‘economically viable’ use of 

the land in question.” United States v. Riverside 

Bayview Homes, Inc., 474 U.S. 121, 127 (1985).  If the 
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Corps denies a § 404 permit, but the land can instead 

be used as a ski resort or tree farm (i.e., something 

that can provide a return on the investments made in 

the property), then a taking probably did not occur 

from the perspective of the land’s surface owner.  

However, coal is different.  Most states, including 

West Virginia and all of those in Central Appalachia, 

recognize coal as a separate estate that can be and 

frequently is severed from the surface. The NCCL’s 

members often own only the coal estate severed from 

the surface, and their interests are taken entirely 

when the coal cannot be profitably mined regardless 

whether the surface retains substantial value. 

And, when the government specifically 

authorizes a particular use of property, courts do not 

apply the same takings test to the revocation of that 

consent; otherwise, the government’s authorization 

would be meaningless.  Any such rule is contrary to 

the Court’s holding in Kaiser Aetna that 

government’s consent changes an owner’s reasonable 

expectations and property interests.  444 U.S. at 179.  

(“[C]onsent of individual officials representing the 

United States . . . can lead to the fruition of a number 

of expectancies embodied in the concept of 

‘property’—expectancies that, if sufficiently 

important, the Government must condemn and pay 

for.”).  These heightened expectations create a 

property interest that cannot be revoked without 

compensation, regardless of the revocation’s effect on 

the overall value of the property.  Thus in Kaiser 

Aetna, the Court concluded a taking occurred, 

without analyzing the effect the Corps’ revocation 

had on the overall value of the leaseholder’s property 
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interest.  Id.; see also A.A. Profiles, 850 F.2d at 1488 

(holding that a taking occurred without analyzing the 

effect the revocation had on the overall value of the 

property); Wheeler, 664 F.2d at 100 (same).  Thus, a 

Kaiser Aetna taking occurs regardless of the 

revocation’s effect on the value of the underlying 

property.   

The fact that government assurances create 

compensable property interests independent of, and 

in addition to, the underlying property is further 

reinforced by Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co., 467 U.S. 

986 (1984).  In Ruckelshaus, a statutory scheme 

regulating pesticide registration that was in place 

from 1972 through 1978 guaranteed that trade 

secrets submitted to the EPA as part of the approval 

process would remain confidential.  “Thus, with 

respect to trade secrets submitted under th[is] 

statutory regime . . . the Federal Government had 

explicitly guaranteed to Monsanto and other 

registration applicants an extensive measure of 

confidentiality and exclusive use.”  Id. at 1011.  This 

explicit guarantee created heightened expectations 

that this property interest would be protected.  See 

id.  When Congress repealed this protection, it 

extinguished the property interest specifically 

protected and created by the statutory scheme.  Id. 

(“Once the data that constitute a trade secret are 

disclosed to others, or others are allowed to use those 

data, the holder of the trade secret has lost his 

property interest in the data.”).  Because Congress’s 

actions destroyed a property interest derived from 

the Government’s guarantee, this action constituted 

a taking, even though the owner retained value in 
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other uses of these data.  See id. at 1012 (“That the 

data retain usefulness for Monsanto even after they 

are disclosed . . . is irrelevant. . . .”).  Conversely, the 

disclosure of trade secrets submitted after the privacy 

guarantee was repealed in 1978 did not constitute a 

taking of a compensable property interest, even 

though the trade secrets and data were “property.”  

Id. at 1003–06.  This further confirms that the 

relevant property interest is the intended use 

authorized by the government guarantee, not the 

underlying property. 

Similarly, property owners have heightened 

expectations that the government will not 

permanently interfere with their right to exclude.  

See Loretto, 458 U.S. at 436 (“[P]roperty law has long 

protected an owner’s expectation that he will be 

relatively undisturbed at least in the possession of 

his property.” (emphasis added)).  Thus, a taking 

occurs “where government requires an owner to 

suffer a permanent physical invasion of her 

property—however minor.”  Lingle v. Chevron USA, 

Inc., 544 U.S. 528, 538 (2005) (emphasis added) 

(citing Loretto); see also United States v. Gen. Motors 

Corp., 323 U.S. 373 (1945) (holding a leaseholder 

may be entitled to compensation for the value of the 

entire lease, even though Government occupied only 

a portion of the building).  And property owners have 

heightened expectations that they will be permitted 

to pass their property on to their heirs.  See Hodel v. 

Irving, 481 U.S. 704, 716 (1987) (“In one form or 

another, the right to pass on property—to one’s 

family in particular—has been part of the Anglo-

American legal system since feudal times.”).  Thus, a 
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regulation that abrogates this right constitutes a 

taking, even if the regulation does not destroy the 

entire value of the land.  See id. at 715.  Because the 

EPA’s action destroys an owner’s heightened 

expectations, revocation of a § 404 permit constitutes 

a taking, regardless of the impact the revocation has 

on the overall value of the land.   

But even if the Lucas total takings inquiry 

applies when the government revokes its prior 

consent, the EPA’s revocation of a § 404 permit 

necessarily constitutes a Lucas taking.  “[R]egulatory 

action[s] generally will be deemed per se takings for 

Fifth Amendment purposes . . . [where] 

regulations . . . completely deprive an owner of ‘all 

economically beneficial use’ of [its] property.’”  Lingle, 

544 U.S. at 538 (quoting Lucas, 505 U.S. at 1019).  

“Because [the] test for regulatory taking requires [the 

Court] to compare the value that has been taken 

from the property with the value that remains in the 

property, one of the critical questions is determining 

how to define the unit of property whose value is to 

furnish the denominator of the fraction.” Keystone 

Bituminous Coal Ass’n v. DeBenedictis, 480 U.S. 470, 

497 (1987).  The relevant unit of property depends on 

“the owner’s reasonable expectations.”  Lucas, 505 

U.S. at 1016 n.7.   

Generally, the relevant unit of property is the 

entire parcel of land.  See Palazzolo v. Rhode Island, 

533 U.S. 606, 631-632 (2001); District Intown Props., 

198 F.3d at 882.  This rule reflects the fact that 

ordinarily, a property owner reasonably “expects the 

uses of his property to be restricted, from time to 
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time, by various measures newly enacted by the 

State in legitimate exercise of its police powers,” 

Lucas, 505 U.S. at 1027.  But, as explained above, 

when the government specifically authorizes a 

particular use of property, that authorization creates 

a distinct property interest.  Under these 

circumstances, the relevant denominator is the value 

of the property specifically created by the 

government’s consent.  In Kaiser Aetna, when the 

Corps revoked its consent, it completely destroyed 

the property interest created when the Corps initially 

granted its consent.  Thus, a total taking occurred, 

even if the land in question could be used for other 

purposes, such as a large outdoor mall.  Similarly 

here, a total taking occurs when the EPA revokes a 

§ 404 permit after it is issued, even if the land 

affected by the revocation could be used for other 

economically beneficial purposes. 

III. Background Principles do not Permit the 

EPA to Revoke § 404 Permits or Excuse an 

Uncompensated Taking   

Moreover, there are no well-established 

background principles that would permit the EPA to 

revoke long-granted § 404 permits without 

constituting an uncompensated taking.  As the Court 

explained in Lucas, “background principles” may 

excuse an otherwise unconstitutional taking.  505 

U.S. at 1030.  Background principles are “explained 

in terms of those common, shared understandings of 

permissible limitations derived from . . . legal 

tradition.”  Palazzolo, 533 U.S. at 630.  To be a 

background principle, “[a] regulation or common-law 
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rule” must be well-established.  Id.  “A law does not 

become a background principle for subsequent 

owners by enactment itself.”  Id.  Thus, “[n]ot all 

background principles . . . are robust enough to fit 

within the Lucas background principles exception.”  

John R. Sand & Gravel Co. v. United States, 62 Fed. 

Cl. 556, 573 (2004), rev’d on other grounds, 457 F.3d 

1345 (Fed. Cir. 2006).  A background principle must 

be sufficiently well-established so that the owner 

“knew, or should have known” about it.  District 

Intown Props., 198 F.3d at 883.   

Here, the EPA’s purported authority to revoke 

§ 404 permits is not well-established—indeed, it is 

nearly non-existent.  While EPA has used a veto 

twelve times, “only one of the EPA’s previous twelve 

vetoes has been used after the issuance of a section 

404 permit” and that “[e]ven in that instance, the 

veto came only when the permit was being modified” 

by the Corps.  Amy Oxley, No Longer Mine: An 

Extensive Look at the Environmental Protection 

Agency’s Veto of the Section 404 Permit Held by the 

Spruce No. 1 Mine, 36 S. Ill. U. L.J. 139, 147 (2011).  

In addition to the dearth of actual assertion or 

application of EPA’s supposed authority, even the 

Corps and EPA themselves previously shunned the 

idea that such authority existed, agreeing in a long-

used Memorandum of Agreement that the Corps is 

“solely responsible for making final permit decisions.”  

See MOA, Part I, ¶1.  Surely, if EPA had believed it 

had veto authority over a permit, it would not have 

abjured it in the inter-agency agreement widely 

understood by the regulated community to establish 

the agreed-upon agency boundaries.  
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Because well-established background principles 

do not authorize the EPA’s actions, the 

uncompensated taking engineered by EPA’s assertion 

of authority is not excused.  The appellate court 

should have rejected EPA’s gross regulatory 

overreach and avoided creating constitutional 

difficulties of such wide-ranging and economically 

devastating effect.    

CONCLUSION 

The petition for a writ of certiorari should be 

granted. 
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